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Revision Tips
Article taken from
Don’t panic: it’s never too late to start revising. Here are 10 winning revision tips that will get
you off a flying start.
1. Draw up a revision timetable
Research shows that shorter 20-30 minute spells work best, because your concentration is
much higher. We therefore recommend taking short, frequent breaks. We also advise to mix the
order of the subjects. Take a look at the proposed timetable:




















9.00-9.30 Subject 1
Break 5 mins
9.35-10.05 Subject 1
Break 5 mins
10.10-10.40 Subject 2
Break 5 mins
10.45-11.15 Subject 2
Break 30 mins
11.45-12.15 Subject 3
Break 5 mins
12.20-12.50 Subject 3
Break 1 hour
13.50-14.20 Subject 1
Break 5 mins
14.25-14.55 Subject 2
Break 5 mins
15.00-15.30 Subject 3
Break 5 mins
15.35-16.05 Subject 1

...Early on. Long-term learning is
better than short-term
cramming. The brain responds
better to amassing knowledge a
little at a time over a long period.
Trying to cram everything into a
short period of time just adds to
the stress and reduces the
effectiveness of the learning.

…Whenever you find your mind is
wandering from a subject. Take a
short break, get some fresh air,
stretch your muscles and come
back to the revision with
renewed energy.

2. Exercise
Physical activity is very important, in particular during intense study time. Even going for a
small 30-minute jog after a day of revision will make a huge difference to your wellbeing.
Physical activity increases heart rate which makes the blood circulate faster. This in turn
ensures that brain gets more oxygen which increases productivity whilst reducing tiredness and
stress.
3. Find a quiet space
This is a pretty straightforward one: you desperately need a place where you can be
uninterrupted for a few hours. Your room, local or your school/university library will do. Be
careful with revising in a coffee shop such as Starbucks. It is a popular option, however it does
not work for everybody and people often get distracted!
4. Get down to it in the morning
You have to make a start at some point and doing it sooner rather than later is a very good idea.
Try to stick to our draft revision schedule and start revising in the morning - research shows
that you are more likely to do all the planned work if you start early, because as it gets closer to
the evening, there is bigger tendency to get outside.
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5. Spice up your revision
Use a bit of colour! Drawing colourful learning maps will help you to memorise facts. What is
even more interesting is the fact that colourful notes are easier to memorise than plain black
and white ones. Give it a go!
6. Do plenty of past papers
Ask your teacher for some past papers or google them yourself. Most exam boards nowadays
put a lot of emphasis on exam technique and simply familiarising yourself with it before the
exam can often save you time and help to earn marks at the exam. A lot of examiners do not
bother with inventing terribly innovative questions, once you have done three or four past
papers chances are that some of questions that come on the day will look familiar.
7. Make summary notes
Making notes is by far the best way to memorise lots of information. We all have been there, sat
down reading a textbook and lying to ourselves that the time is being used productively - it is
not! The best way to memorise information is by making notes over and over again. It may be
incredibly tedious but the thing is that the most successful candidates often make as many as
three sets of the same notes in a run up to the exams which help them to memorise the required
information.
8. Reward yourself
It is not all about the work; you need good breaks too. People who manage to find the right
balance between study and leisure are the ones who get the top marks. For instance go to a
cinema with friends after a productive day of revision or treat yourself to something sweet.
Work hard, play not-quite-as-hard is the motto here.
9. Use your family and friends
Ask people around you to test you and give you feedback. You should already have made handy
revision notes (see point #7). Why not give these notes of key dates covering Henry VIII’s reign
to your mum and ask her to test you? This is not only a good way to revise but also a good way
to have a break from the hard work.
10. Think positive!
At the end of the day, it's not all about studying. There are plenty of people who did well in life
without 100 per cent in every single exam, or who were actually pretty useless at school and
university. Your life isn't over if you don't ace the exams, so take the pressure off yourself..
Following these tips you will get loads of work done, feel great about yourself and still have
plenty of time to relax with your friends and family. Good luck, now get down to those notes!
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What’s your learning style?
Reading science revision books and making notes may not be the best use of your time if you’re
a kinaesthetic learner. For you, it might be better to make models and experiment yourself.
Find out which style you prefer, and make sure you revise in a way that is best for you!

You might already know which learning styles work best for you, but if you don’t, you could
start by trying out a few revision methods from the different groups and then have someone test
you after each one to see which ones help you understand the information best.
You could also look online for a quiz that tests your learning style – but remember, online tests
may not be accurate, may only test for a few styles or you might be a combination learner so
don’t just stick to one style until you’re sure it works for you!
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How to Mind Map

Quick start guide: Seven steps to better thinking
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Set your purpose/goal.
Start in the CENTRE of blank paper turned sideways.
Quickly sketch an IMAGE of your focus in the centre.
Use at least 3 COLOURS, for emphasis, structure, texture and creativity.
Draw curved lines, radiating from the centre (thick to thin) CONNECTING main branches to
central image and at each level.
6. Use one key word or image per line for more power and flexibility in thinking.
7. Use images throughout as a picture paints a thousand words.
When you start your Mind Map let your thinking flow freely, don't edit or pause too much. Then
once your initial Mind Map burst is complete, consider doing a second version a little slower, with
more thought, energy and colour.

Example:
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Maths
Please see OSCAR Revision site for past papers and other resources.

“Try making a ‘Cheat Sheet’ with everything you
could possibly know written on it.
It might have instructions on how to solve triangles,
vocab words to remember, a few of the common
mistakes that everyone makes….
Make it as fun as possible –pictures or photos will
help you remember things later on (“Oh! Quadratic
equations! They’re next to the picture of Beyonce”) –
and spend the last few minutes before your exam
pouring over it, to get as much as possible into your
short-term memory.”
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English
Keep things interesting with a bit of variation in your studying: too much of one thing is never
good. Try making different types of notes such as mind maps and cue cards. Why not listen to a
podcast on the novels (or poems) you are studying? Sometimes novels and plays are adapted to
films so see if you can find a copy and watch those to refresh your memory of the plot line.

‘I Can’ Statements... can you?
Section A – Reading
















I can identify the audience and purpose of texts.
I can read a text for meaning and identify the main points.
I can identify writers’ explicit and implicit ideas.
I can select relevant quotations to support my points.
I can make inferences from texts.
I can analyse the way writers use language for effect.
I can explore how writers structure texts.
I can analyse the ways writers use different sentence structures for effect.
I can analyse how writers use presentational features for effect.
I can analyse headlines and how they work.
I can analyse how headlines and images link to texts.
I can compare texts.
I can use terminology to help me analyse texts.
I can structure my answers effectively.
I can plan my time so that I write enough for the questions worth the most marks.

Section B – Writing




















I can plan my written work effectively.
I can write appropriately for the text type, audience and purpose.
I can make my writing clear and detailed.
I can use paragraphs to structure my writing.
I can write texts that have a clear overall structure.
I can start and end my writing effectively.
I can produce writing that is interesting and has impact.
I can use a wide and varied vocabulary.
I can use Standard English.
I can use a variety of sentence structures for effect.
I can use language features successfully.
I can spell common words and more ambitious words accurately.
I can use commas correctly.
I can use a variety of punctuation at the end of sentences (e.g. exclamation marks,
question marks, ellipsis).
I can use brackets correctly.
I can use dashes correctly.
I can use speech marks correctly.
I can use semi-colons correctly.
I can use colons correctly.
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English Literature – Poetry
Section A – Anthology poetry













I can explain the main thoughts, ideas and feelings and attitudes in the poems.
I can explain the themes in the poems.
I can understand that poets might use different voices in their poems to convey their
ideas.
I can use quotations from poems to support my points.
I can use terminology to help me analyse poems.
I can analyse how poets use language to convey their ideas.
I can analyse how poets structure their poems for effect.
I can explain how poets use form to convey their ideas.
I can explore different interpretations of poems.
I can compare the themes/ideas/feelings in poems.
I can compare the methods the poets use to convey their ideas.
I can plan and structure an exam answer.

Section B – Unseen poetry










I can read and understand the poem.
I can identify key themes/ideas/feelings/attitudes in the poem.
I can use quotations from the poem to support my ideas.
I can use terminology to help me analyse the poem.
I can explore different interpretations of the poem.
I can analyse how the poet uses language to convey his/her ideas.
I can analyse the poet has structured his/her poem for effect.
I can explain how the poet has used form to convey his/her ideas.
I can plan and structure an exam answer.

Poetry can feel daunting to revise but stay calm, there are a few things you can do to make your
life easier. If possible, reread all of the poems again. Whilst you read them, write down the
different themes that emerge; look for relevant quotes that exemplify how the writer has
created a certain effect or theme. One poem might have the theme of love or tension, write
down quotes that show love or tension and then analyse them (by referring to their imagery,
similes, metaphors, sibilance, repetition, descriptive language etc).
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Science
How do I memorise lists, chemical reactions,
difficult definitions and more?
1. Write out each word/definition/formula on
separate post-it notes or pieces of paper.
2. Stick a few at a time in a place you look at often
(mirrors, fridge doors, by the toilets)
3. Say them aloud every time you see them.
4. Once you’ve learnt them, replace with others you
need to learn.
5. Ask someone to test you when you think you know
them all!

Where do I start?
First have a look at the
Revision book. You can find a
full list of everything you
need to know in the
contents pages.

If you find it hard to keep focused when
reading revision books, try watching
YouTube videos online on the topics you
need to revise.
Try the “myGCSEscience” channel which has
lots of helpful GCSE Science revision videos.
Don’t forget to make notes!

Don’t forget to look back at
the work you did in class.
Your own notes will always
be the best notes for you
because you made them!
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Ask your teachers or look on
OSCAR for Past Exam Papers.
They’re a great way to test what
you know so far, and will help you
see what areas you need to work
on the most! It will also help you
to practise the format of the
exam so you know what to
expect!

Check out BBC Bitesize for a
different way to revise. You
can even complete mini-tests
to see how well you know
what you’ve just revised.

Try different revision methods
Get creative! Draw pictures and
diagrams, or you could even make
models, to help you remember the
structure of cells, atoms, and different
chemical reactions.

History
Paper 1 Revision: Headings
You need to have at least 3 facts per heading for a C and 5 for an A.

Medicine Through Time:
1. Pre Historic Medicine
Ancient Medicine: Egypt
2. The role of religion in medical practices in ancient Egypt
3. Non-religious reasons for progress in medicine in Egypt
4. Egyptian medical practices.
Ancient Medicine: Greece
5.
6.
7.
8.

The role of religion in medical practices in ancient Greece?
Hippocrates
Theory of the 4 humours
Alexandria

Ancient Medicine: Rome
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Galen
Theory of opposites
Roman public health
Reasons for progress under the Romans
Limits to progress under the Romans

Medieval medicine:
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

The Dark Ages
The role of the church in medicine
Different medical practitioners in the medieval era
Medieval methods of diagnosis
Medieval public health
Medieval beliefs about the causes of illness
Popular cures in the medieval era
Medicine in the Islamic world in the medieval era

Renaissance Medicine:
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

What does “renaissance” mean?
Why did renaissance ideas lead to progress in medicine?
Vesalius
Pare
Harvey
Quacks
The role of women in renaissance medicine
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Gibbet
Ligature
Cauterising iron
Bezoar stone
Kings touch
Inoculation
Vaccination
Smallpox
Bacteria
Penicillin
Antiseptic
Anaesthetic
Blood transfusion
Cholera
Extra People and Gods:
Sekhmet
Thoth
Asclepius
Ibn Sina
Ibn Al–nafis
James Phipps

29. Renaissance treatments
30. Reasons why there was limited progress in the renaissance era
31. Jenner
19th/20th Century - Fighting Disease
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Trephining,

Pasteur
Koch
Flemming
Florey and Chain
Florence Nightingale
Mary Seacole

Archaeology,
Natural treatment,
Supernatural treatment,
Epidemic

19th/20th Century – Surgery
Diagnosis

38. Lister
39. Simpson
40. Landsteiner

Channel theory
Hippocratic corpus
Blood letting

19th/20th Century – Public Health

Asclepion

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

The impact of industrialisation on public health
Edwin Chadwick
John Snow
Bazalgette
1848 Public Health Act
1875 Public Health Act
The Liberal Reforms
William Beveridge
Bevan and the introduction of the NHS
Reasons for opposition to the NHS

Germany 1918-1945
Weimar Germany:
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

Germany in 1918
How the Weimar Republic was set up.
The Spartacists
The Freikorps
The Kapp Putsch
The Versailles Treaty
The 1923 Ruhr Crisis
The economic crisis of the 1920s
Stresemann and the economy
Dawes plan, Young plan and the Locarno Pact.
The “Golden Age” of the Weimar Republic – culture and the arts.
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Anatomy
Public health
Aqueduct
Flagellants
Apothecary
Astronomy
Black death

The Nazi Rise to Power:
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.

The aims of the Nazi Party
The SA
The Munich Putsch
The results of the Munich Putsch
Joseph Goebbels and Nazi propaganda
The impact of the Wall Street Crash on Germany
Reasons why many Germany voted for the Nazis
Von Papen and Hindenburg’s roles in Hitler becoming Chancellor

Hitler’s Consolidation of power (from Chancellor to Fuhrer)
70.
71.
72.
73.

The Reichstag fire
The Enabling Act
The Night of the Long Knives
What did the SS do?

Life in Nazi Germany
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.

Concentration Camps
The Gestapo
Propaganda in Nazi Germany
Opposition to the Nazis from young people
Opposition to the Nazis from religious people
Opposition to the Nazis from Communists and Trade Unions
The July Plot
Methods used to reduce unemployment
The German Labour Front
Groups who benefitted from Nazi rule
Groups who did not benefit from Nazi rule
Education in Nazi Germany
The Hitler Youth
Women in Nazi Germany
How the role of women changed over time in Nazi Germany
German successes and failures in World War II
The Nuremburg Laws
Kristallnacht
The Final Solution
Germany as a totalitarian state

Democratic
Reichstag
Reparations
Stab in the back theory
Hyperinflation
Rentenmark
Lebensraum
Dictator
Fuhrer
Propaganda
Regime
Totalitarian
Rationing
Ghettos
Holocaust
Extermination (Death)
camps
Auschwitz
Extra People:
Ebert
Ludendorff
Himmler
White Rose Group
Edelweiss Pirates
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Geography
Take a virtual trip

Mind Maps

Our brains work by linking ideas together (association).
If you have to remember a list of items, imagine each one
is in a different room of your house. When you need to
recall that sequence of items take a “virtual trip” around
your house. You should associate rooms with items and
remember them much more easily.
Each room of your house could be a different theme

or case study!

A mind map is a spider diagram, which contains
information in the form of pictures and text. Mind
maps can be used to plot information relevant to
the different themes in geography.
There is some help available online to construct
mind maps in Geography. Go to the web address
below and click on “Revision maps”
www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/geography/

Revision Cards
1. Make notes on an area of study. This could involve highlighting information in a revision book or
writing information out. Grade C+ students avoid copying huge chunks of text.
2. Once you have gathered notes summarize your notes on revision cards - blank postcards or post-it
notes are good for this. You can then stick them all around your bedroom, toilet, bathroom etc.!
3. Read your cards through regularly. Once you’re confident about knowing the information write key
words about the topic on a card. Then revise from these. As your knowledge base builds up you will
need fewer prompts to remember information.
Ideal for remembering case studies!

Know your Map Skills

Red Pen/Black Pen

All GCSE Geography exams contain questions
relating to Ordnance Survey map extracts.
Make sure you can use:

When creating revision resources why not use the
Red Pen/Black pen technique?

· Four figure grid references

The idea is that the two colours work on the two
halves of the brain.

· Six figure grid references

· The black pen signifies the information that you
already hold in your conscious memory.

· Contours to work out height on a map
· Scale
· Map symbols and keys
Visit www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk and practice your
skills on the games

See next page for more useful
Geography revision tips…
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· The red pen signifies those things in your
unconscious memory that you wish to
transfer into your conscious memory.
Red pen strongly signifies danger and is held by
your unconscious memory without realising it!

Practice questions
You need to try out your knowledge. So find
examples of previous tests and use them to your
advantage.
Your teacher will provide further practice questions
during lesson time and for homework but ask for
more if you want to.

Record yourself

Know your command words

Make a tape or CD of yourself reading key points
from your notes.

You have been given a list of command words; learn them
like a vocabulary list. Ask your parents/carers to test you

Listen to them before you go to sleep or on long
journeys

Create “match-up” cards (command/definition)
Highlight the command words on past papers

Making posters
Use bright colours and simple slogans to help you remember complex ideas.
(Think about how advertising manages to do this!).
Excellent for visual learners

Make games
Create games such as card sorting exercises, pairs, follow me cards etc. which will help you to
remember key facts.
Play with friends or family
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Physical Education
Here is a list of everything you need to know before the exams. Try focusing on one
section per study session until you know them all!
Individual Differences – you need to understand that people are individuals with different
needs according to the following:
Age – effects of aging on various body systems, sports suited to different ages
Disability – the 4 categories of disability, examples of how sports can be adapted, examples of
how facilities can be adapted for access
Gender – Physical differences between men and women, examples of sports where they
compete directly against each other
Physique – Describe the 3 different body types: Endomorph, Ectomorph and Mesomorph and
examples of sports suited to each
Culture – How culture could affect sports participation
Environment – How weather, pollution, altitude, humidity and terrain can affect sports
participation
Risk and Challenge – Examples of challenging activities, understand risk assessment, risk
control and safeguards (equipment, rules, correct techniques)
Activity Levels – Understand difference between recreational and competitive activities and
how activity levels will differ depending upon standard of competition
Training – How time, standard and money can affect training
Roles in sport – Qualities or skills required to do the following roles: player/performer /
organiser / leader/coach / official
The demands of performance
Fatigue & Stress– Definitions and effects of fatigue and stress
Personality – Characteristics of introverts and extroverts and sports they suit
Aggression – Direct and indirect and examples of sports in which they occur
Motivation, anxiety, arousal and tension – how they affect performance
Injury – how to prevent injury, examples of clothing, footwear and equipment, the importance
of rules and correct techniques. Be able to give activity specific examples of ways that safety is
promoted. The importance of warming up and reasons why we warm up and cool down.
Correct technique for lifting and carrying
Aerobic/Anaerobic – know the equations for each, and give examples of sports for each.
Understand Oxygen Debt - and the main functions of the circulatory system.
Leisure and Recreation – Be able to describe each and give examples. What is physical
recreation, outdoor recreation and lifetime sports? Difference between sport and physical
recreation
Give reasons why Leisure Time has increased - Understand User Groups and give examples
of how they can be provided for
Etiquette - Define and give examples from sports
Social groupings – Be able to describe how family, peers, gender and ethnicity can affect sports
participation
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Health fitness and an active lifestyle
Know definitions of Health and Fitness and why they are important not just for sport but
everyday living.
Know definitions of: Strength (static, dynamic and explosive), Speed, Power, Cardiovascular
Endurance, Muscular Endurance, Flexibility, Agility, Balance, Coordination, Reaction Time and
Timing
Fitness Tests – For above
Methods of training – What are they? Advantages and disadvantages for Weight, Circuit,
Interval, Fartlek, Continuous and Altitude
Principles of Training – SPORT and FITT, Repetitions and Sets, Training Zones/thresholds
(aerobic and anaerobic), Maximum HR
The Training Year – What is the emphasis during Pre-Season, Competition and Closed Season
Parts/phases of a single training session – Warm up, fitness/exercise, skills, warm down
The Skeletal and Muscular System
Know 4 functions of the Skeleton
Know the names of the 3 freely movable (synovial) joints and examples of where they can be
found
Know the location of: Clavicle, Scapula, Humerus, Radius, Ulna, Rib Cage, Pelvis, Femur, Tibia,
Fibula and Patella and be able to describe their role in different sporting examples
Movement – Describe Flexion, Extension, Adduction, Abduction and Rotation and give sporting
examples
Muscles – know the location of: Biceps, Triceps, Hamstrings, Quadriceps, Deltoids, Trapezius,
Latissimus Dorsi, Pectorals and Abdominals and be able to describe their role in different
sporting movements.
Understand Prime Mover and antagonists and their role in different movements
Function of Tendons, Ligaments and Cartilage
Diet
Know the 7 components which make up a balanced diet. Be able to describe why each is
important .Understand the Energy Equation, and obesity and anorexia. Special diets:
Carbohydrate loading and High Protein diets and which sports people would use them.
Importance of water and staying hydrated.
Sponsorship & Media
Media – Be able to give examples of media: TV, Newspapers, Internet, Radio. Examples of TV
coverage: Educational, informative, entertainment and examples of these. Positive and
negative effects of media and how director/writer influences what we see/read
Sponsorship – Advantages and disadvantages for sponsor and sport/individual. Who/what
can be sponsored? Types of sponsorship: Equipment, clothing, expenses, transport.
Unacceptable forms of sponsorship
Role Models – What is a role Model? What are the characteristics of a role model, the pressures
a role model may face and how they affect participation in sport and popularity of certain
sports?
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French
1. Timing

Taken from
www.thisislanguage.com

In written and spoken answers, don't just use the present tense. Where appropriate show your
knowledge of present, past and future tenses. This will not only make your answer sound more
authentic, it will also show the examiner that you have learnt and understood a range of tenses.
2. Use your ears
Listen and watch as much authentic content as you can. You need to immerse yourself in the
language you are learning. TV, YouTube, radio and subtitled films can all help.
3. Umming and ahhing
In any speaking exam try and make sure that your "hesitations" are done in French. Don't use
"hmm" or "err" as we do in English but try and use French filler-words. For example young
French people will very often begin an answer to a question with “Alors…” or “Ben…” Practice
saying these words: it will make your answer more natural and it will also give you time to
think!
4. Express yourself
Examiners want you to be able to express your opinion in another language. Learn three
different ways of expressing "I think that" or "in my opinion" in French language and try to use
them in your exam.
5. Practice makes perfect
Ask your teacher for some practice papers to work through over the holidays. Time yourself
when you do them and make sure to read the question - twice. The context of your answer can
often be extracted from the wording of the question. All of the examination boards advise this
and most boards will have links to the list of rubrics they will use on their websites.
6. Your mates
Your friends can help you revise. Choose a keyword (“family”, “food” e.t.c) and get the other
person to talk about it for one minute.
7. Me not like
If you describe something that you did (on holiday, for example) make sure you say whether
you liked or disliked that activity, and why.
8. You not like?
You will certainly be tested to see if you have understood someone else's point of view. Often
this relates to what a person likes or does not like. Look and listen out for words like "liking",
"preferring" "being disappointed by" "being excited by" and other expressions of emotions.
9. The spice of life
Show the variety in your use of vocabulary and grammar. Try to take your vocabulary further
than “going to the cinema” or “eating chips” which everyone else will use. Try to learn a long list
of weird and wonderful words, but even a few choice words will go a long way.
10. Like clockwork
Before you go into any exam, make sure that you've worked out the timings involved for each
paper. This way you're less likely to panic and thus more likely to give better, clearer answers.
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Music
Check out www.misswardmusic.com and
www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/zpf3cdm
for more resources to aid your revision.

Area of Study

Composer
Handel

1. Western
Classical
Music 1600 1899

Mozart

Schoenberg
Bernstein
Reich

Buckley

Capercaillie
Rag Desh

Koko
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Peripetie
‘Something’s Coming’ from West Side Story

All Blues
Grace

Moby

4. World
Music

The Raindrop Prelude

Electronic Counterpoint
Davis

3. Popular
Music

‘And the Glory of the Lord’ from Messiah
Symphony No. 40, Mvt I

Chopin

2. Music in
the 20th
Century

Work

Why Does My Heart Feel So Bad?
Skye Waulking Song
Versions 1, 2 and 3

Yiri

Computer Science
See table below for revision topics. For a more detailed list of contents, please see OSCAR.
Topic 1: Problem Solving
Topic 2: Programming

Topic 3: Data

Topic 4: Computers

Topic 5: Communication and the internet
Topic 6: The bigger picture
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1.1 Algorithms
1.2 Decomposition
2.1 Develop code
2.2 Constructs
2.3 Data types and structures
2.4 Input/output
2.5 Operators
2.6 Subprograms
3.1 Binary
3.2 Data representation
3.3 Data storage and compression
3.4 Encryption
3.5 Databases
1.1 Machines and computational models
1.2 Hardware
1.3 Logic
1.4 Software
1.5 Programming languages
5.1 Networks
5.2 The internet and the world wide web
6.1 Emerging trends, issues and impact

GCSE ICT
See table below for revision topics. For a more detailed list of contents, please see OSCAR.
Topic 1: Personal
digital devices

Topic 2:
Connectivity
Topic 3: Operating
online

Topic 4: Online
goods and services

Topic 5: Online
communities

Topic 6: Issues
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 Mobile phones
 Personal computers (portable, desktop)
 Cameras and camcorders
 Games consoles
 Home entertainment systems
 Media players
 Navigation aids
The types of connection and the digital data involved:
 Digital communications (device to device and broadcast)
 Digital data (information/communication/applications)
The implications of operating online in the context of:
 Worldwide web
 Identification and authentication
 Online accounts
 Personal spaces
 Profiling (public and private)
 Data protection
Online services:
 Online ‘shops’/physical goods
 Booking systems for travel, leisure and entertainment
 Banking and other financial services
 Education and training
 Gaming
 News and other information services
 Auctions
 ‘On demand’/streaming entertainment services
Online provisions of software, storing and the availability of search
engines. Software as a service.
 Software download
 Data storage
 Search engines
 Social networking
 Online work spaces
 Virtual learning environments
 User-generated reference sites and social book marking
 Security
 Privacy
 Health and safety
 Legal and ethical
 Environmental
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